
8/1/99 

To: AARC 

From: Informant (JS), Fincke notes, etc. 

AARC: 

In light of JFK, Jr.'s death, more data. 

Additional name, accessory type, suspect and collaborator: Herbert Wilson, archives 
librarian. Worked at Archives I. Assisted Joan E. Schilling (DOD) at Archives I. (D. C.) 
Wilson, (Archives) was Army Officer, Afro-American, worked on "Matthew Brady Project." a 
possible code name for: JFK theft project, etc. Left the Archives and went immediately 
to a position at Pathology Institute, Walter Reed. Worked closely with Joan E. Schilling 
at Archives, gathering data, etc. Wilson is now retired, living in North Carolina, with 
wife. He could obviously access materials, then transmit them to Joan Schilling, etc. At 
Archives I, approx. 1964-1974. Then, DOD. 

Add Wilson name to accessories: Joan E. Schilling 	(lower echelon) 
Ken Vrtacnik 
John Garvin 
Herb Wilson 

Others involved: J. Blumberg 
R. Karnei 
P. Fincke 
J. Halsman 
0. Rodbell 
R. Sexton 
J. Ey 
R. Lawton 
L. Record 

(higher echelon) 

Recent addition: M. Micozzi 	(new accessory) 

Possible others involved: Unknown (to be determined) 

Inquiry: Was Dr. P. Fincke on a "green card," as a foreign exchange military doctor 
(forensic) in 1963? Was he both a Swiss national and an American citizen? 
Rumor? Truth? Can someone verify this? 

Observation: If in error, why no complaint yet from DOD to the Archivist at AR II? Huh? 
Silence is profound since 1992 FOIA. Threats via phone, still exist. Fewer. 

Anomaly: Note that Karnei and Vrtacnik's roles would have gone undetected, except for the 
FOIA and the AARC and the. informant's help. They did not exist, etc., were almost 
written out of history, photos changed, X-rays as composites, all very neo-Stalin 
and disturbing. We rejoice in the FOIA of 1991-19921 

Special note: Military medicine always seeks to defraud by use of tampering, theft, lies, 
fraud, deceit, in order to win all litigation against the Government, USA. 
It is no surprise at all. They must win at all costs. Hence: the biggest 
FRAUD of the twentieth century in the JFK Assassination. 

Commendations: Weisberg, Fetzer, Mantik, Morningstar, et al, etc. Greatest American H4roes. 

Final Anomaly: The issue of the black-and-white floor tiles in the second "clean" autopsy 
of JFK has been mentioned recently (Custer, at al). 
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Anomaly: Floor tiles, etc. The floor tiles are a DOD style. This style is seen in the 
old Walter Reed Hospital (2isenhower Building), at Walter Reed, D. C. However, 
they may have also existed in the autopsy suites at the old AMM (Army Medical 
Museum) on the Mall (now Hirshhorn Museum). Need old archival photos of the 
floors in AMM to verify and check. Do not recall such floors at AFIP, the Fath-
olozy Institute. AMM was torn down 10/65. 

Final observation: May eternal wisdom guide the men on the trail of the accessories and 
assassins. 

Cordially,a 
• 

JS 
CP, MD 

20740-3503 USA 
11. 
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